TruSIP Trunk
SIP Trunk - Next Generation Voice
Why use old analog lines or PRI’s - SIP Trunks give
you the voice quality you expect plus added
features, more scalability all at a lower cost.
TruMobility helps businesses save as much
as 70% as compared to traditional PRI’s or
POTS lines.
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Always ConnectĞĚ Workforce
Businesses today are more mobile then ever and
service providers are expected to keep these mobile
workers productive by extending office resources out
to the mobile phone. Among the most important
resources is access to the corporate phone system.
In addition lower cost and more features TruSIP
allows you to make the mobile phone an extension
of your existing corporate PBX enabling features
such as mobile as an extension, park/retrieve and
4-digit dialing between the desk and mobile.
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Benefits
✓ Save up to 70% over

Traditional Analog Lines or PRI

✓ Perfect for Multi-Location

TruSIP guarantees continuous communications in the
event of a disaster or any disruption in service. All
features and call management reside in TruMobility’s
secure datacenters. Calls are automatically re-directed
to an unaffected site so you’ll never miss a call.

Ultimate Flexibility - Bring Your Own Broadband
TruSIP offers the ultimate in flexibility. You can bring
you own approved broadband connection or use
TruMobility’s nationwide MPLS over xDSL, T1 or
greater. TruSIP can accommodate most broadband
a connections including 4G wireless.

Highly Scalable
Buy only the trunks you need. With TruSIP, you
pay by the line and new lines can be ordered within
minutes. TruSIP scales at your pace.

Nationwide Availability
TruSIP service is available with number portability
virtually everywhere in the US.

Contact Us 772.539.0808
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www.trumobility.com

Customers that Require
Centralized Call Management
✓ Converge Your Voice, Data,
and Mobile into One Provider
✓ Disaster Zecovery –
Automatic Call Redirect

Features
✓ Mobile Integration
✓ Local Number Portability
✓ Find Me/Follow Me
and Simulring
✓ Virtual Numbers

Call to Place Your Order

877.788.7283
@trumobility
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